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Abstract  

 Discrete mathematics is the investigation of mathematics limited to the integer of numbers. While the 
applications of fields of consistent mathematics, for example, math and polynomial math are clear to 
many, the applications of discrete mathematics may from the outset be dark. All things considered, 
discrete math structures the premise of many true logical fields particularly software engineering. The 
essential strategies learned in a discrete math course can be applied to many various fields. It is frequently 
said that mathematics is valuable in unraveling a wide assortment of pragmatic issues. Zero in on discrete 
mathematics, which, extensively considered, supports about portion of unadulterated mathematics and of 
operations research just as all of software engineering. Over the long haul, increasingly more mathematics 
that is done, both in the scholarly community and in industry, is discrete. Discrete Mathematics (DM) is 
actually a pretty fundamental theory for a different discipline happens on real world, since Computers can't 
speak to real numbers. All numbers put away on memory of computers are limited numbers, discrete 
numbers. However, since Discrete Mathematics is something so fundamental, that the applications on real 
word in more often than not is a backhanded application of DM utilizing another theory that relies upon it 
to portray a few issues and understanding them. Henceforth, the present study has been done by the 
researcher to give a sum-up on the applications of Discrete Mathematics in various aspects/disciplines and 
the study is descriptive information in nature.  
Keywords: Fundamental Theory, Indirect Application, Real-world Applications, Integers, Finite & Discrete 
Numbers and Automated Theorem. 
 
 

Introduction 

 Discrete mathematics is the investigation of mathematical structures that are fundamentally 

discrete instead of constant. Rather than real numbers that have the property of differing 

"easily", the items concentrated in discrete mathematics –, for example, whole numbers, charts, 

and statements in rationale don't change easily thusly, yet have distinct, isolated qualities. 

Discrete mathematics in this way prohibits points in "consistent mathematics, for example, 

analytics or Euclidean math. Discrete items can regularly be enumerated by whole numbers. All 

the more officially, discrete mathematics has been portrayed as the part of mathematics 

managing countable sets (limited sets or sets with a similar cardinality as the normal numbers). 

Be that as it may, there is no accurate definition of the expression "Discrete Mathematics." 

Indeed, discrete mathematics is depicted less by what is incorporated than by what is prohibited: 

ceaselessly fluctuating amounts and related notions. The arrangement of items concentrated in 

discrete mathematics can be limited or unbounded. The term limited mathematics is here and 

there applied to parts of the field of discrete mathematics that manages limited sets, especially 

those zones applicable to business. Examination in discrete mathematics expanded in the last 50% 

of the 20th century halfway due to the development of computerized PCs which work in discrete 

steps and store information in discrete bits. Ideas and notations from discrete mathematics are 

valuable in examining and portraying articles and issues in parts of software engineering, for 
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example, Computer calculations, programming dialects, cryptography, automated theorem 

demonstrating, and programming development. Alternately, Computer implementations are huge 

in applying thoughts from discrete mathematics to real issues, for example, in operations 

research. Despite the fact that the primary objects of study in discrete mathematics are discrete 

objects, logical techniques from persistent mathematics are regularly utilized too. 

 In University of Curricula, "Discrete Mathematics" appeared during the 1980s, at first as a 

software engineering support course; their substances were to some degree aimless at that point. 

The educational program has from that point created in conjunction with endeavors by ACM and 

MAA into a course that is fundamentally proposed to create mathematical maturity in first-year 

understudies; accordingly it is these days an essential for mathematics studies a few colleges also. 

Some secondary school-level discrete mathematics reading material have appeared too. At this 

level, discrete mathematics is once in a while observed as a preliminary course, much the same as 

pre-analytics in this regard. Discrete mathematics supports about portion of software engineering, 

operations research, and unadulterated mathematics. Increasingly more mathematics that is done 

in the business and the scholarly world are discrete. In each moment of life, everybody has 

network with mathematics; in this way, discrete mathematics is essential for everybody's life. 

Mathematics is utilized, all things considered, by each viewpoint; thus, there are different 

applications of mathematics in reality. There are a few applications of discrete mathematics. 

Nonetheless, the primary question is, what are the real applications of discrete mathematics in 

the real or real world? This article endeavors to address the above question. Current examination 

is discussing a portion of the applications of discrete mathematics in true situations, including 

PCs, diagrams, Gantt graphs, information science and discrete likelihood, casting a ballot 

framework, game theory, and critical thinking. 

 
Objectives of the Study 

Current study is associated with following objectives: 

1. To brief the detail about Discrete Mathematics. 

2. To know about the applications of discrete mathematics in various areas/disciplines. 

3. To highlight the significance of Discrete Mathematics in real-life world. 

 
Reviews of Related Literature 

 Vrdoljak, Anton. (2015) have done an investigation and gave a little introduction to the 

discrete mathematics and its application in network examination. Due to limitations with respect 

to this article (broadened synopsis) and on the grounds that we know that the logical investigation 

of organizations, for example, Computer organizations, natural organizations, and informal 

communities, is an interdisciplinary field that consolidates thoughts from mathematics, physical 

science, science, software engineering, the sociologies, and many different territories, we will 

attempt to portray some fundamental kinds of organizations concentrated by present day science 

just as certain methods used to decide their structure. 

 Oxley, Alan. (2010) have researched that teachers of undergrad Discrete Mathematics courses 

can use so as to make the subject all the more fascinating for understudies and urge them to 

attempt further investigations in the subject. It is conceivable to show Discrete Mathematics with 

practically zero reference to figuring. Be that as it may, understudies are bound to be keen 

regarding a mater in the event that they can appreciate its utilization. There is, in this way, a 

solid case for showing Discrete Mathematics in setting. Speakers are confronted with the 

assignment of passing on mathematical material, some of which is new to understudies and some 
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of which they will have met previously. Speakers must endeavor to encourage mathematical 

smoothness. The entirety of this requires some serious energy. Instructing the subject in setting 

can be accomplished utilizing pretty much nothing, or no, additional time. Of the wide scope of 

Computer Science subjects, Artificial Intelligence and Software Agents are especially wealthy in 

issues that are straightforward and for which mathematics is required so as to officially depict the 

issue just as to comprehend it. 

 
Discrete Mathematics – A Note 

 Discrete mathematics is the part of mathematics managing objects that can expect just 

distinct, isolated qualities. The expression "discrete mathematics" is thusly utilized interestingly 

with "constant mathematics," which is the part of mathematics managing objects that can 

fluctuate easily (and which incorporates, for instance, math). While discrete articles can regularly 

be described by whole numbers, nonstop items require real numbers. The investigation of how 

discrete objects join with each other and the probabilities of different results is known as 

combinatorics. Different fields of mathematics that are viewed as a component of discrete 

mathematics incorporate diagram theory and the theory of computation. Themes in number 

theory, for example, congruence and repeat relations are likewise viewed as a component of 

discrete mathematics. The investigation of themes in discrete mathematics ordinarily 

incorporates the investigation of calculations, their implementations, and efficiencies. Discrete 

mathematics is the mathematical language of software engineering, and in that capacity, its 

significance has expanded dramatically in ongoing many years. 

 
Applications of Discrete Mathematics in Various Areas/Disciplines 

Cryptography 

 The field of cryptography, which is the investigation of how to make security structures and 

passwords for PCs and other electronic frameworks, depends completely on discrete mathematics. 

This is incompletely in light of the fact that PCs send information in discrete or isolated and 

distinct bits. Number theory, one significant piece of discrete math, permits cryptographers to 

make and break numerical passwords. Due to the amount of cash and the measure of classified 

information included, cryptographers should initially have a strong foundation in number theory to 

show they can give secure passwords and encryption techniques. 

 
Relational Databases 

 Relational databases have an influence in pretty much every organization that must monitor 

workers, customers or assets. A relational information base interfaces the attributes of a specific 

bit of information. For instance, in an information base containing customer information, the 

relational part of this data set permits the Computer framework to realize how to interface the 

customer's name, address, telephone number and other appropriate information. This is totally 

done through the discrete math idea of sets. Sets permit information to be assembled and taken 

care of. Since each bit of information and every attribute having a place with that bit of 

information is discrete, the organization of such information in a data set requires discrete 

mathematical strategies. 

 
Logistics 

 Logistics is the investigation of arranging the progression of information, products and 

enterprises. Without discrete mathematics, logistics would not exist. This is on the grounds that 
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logistics utilizes diagrams and chart theory, a sub-field of discrete math. Chart theory permits 

complex calculated issues to improve into diagrams comprising of hubs and lines. A 

mathematician can disect these charts as per the techniques for diagram theory to decide the 

best courses for delivery or taking care of other strategic issues. 

 
Computer Algorithms 

 Calculations are the principles by which a Computer works. These principles are made through 

the laws of discrete mathematics. A software engineer utilizes discrete math to plan proficient 

calculations. This plan incorporates applying discrete math to decide the number of stages a 

calculation needs to finish, which infers the speed of the calculation. In light of discrete 

mathematical applications in calculations, the present PCs run quicker than at any other time. 

 The computer is important for everybody's life on the planet today with the simplification of 

the computer into various classes, for example, cell phones, watches, and modern operation 

controls. A computer is a machine that performs math operations with different utilizations, and 

it is an amazing discrete computation machine. Computer coding language has implemented 

different sorts of significant discrete mathematical models. Discrete mathematics empowers 

individuals to comprehend and investigate how a processing machine works effectively. A few 

computer application programming in the market use discrete mathematics for complex 

calculation purposes, for example, MATLAB, SPSS, Autodesk, among others. 

 
Graphs 

 The graph is one of the simplest and critical approaches to decipher discrete mathematical 

information in mathematics. The chart is a basic representation of discrete mathematical 

information whereby different organizations of hubs are connected with edges. Edges and hubs 

are the two fundamental sets in a diagram whereby an edge associates two hubs. On account of 

electrical examinations, diagram theory is a fundamental part of organization investigation; 

consequently, in various parts of life, charts may likewise be alluded to as organizations. Chart 

theory is utilized in different systems administration issues. Though, in the electrical 

investigations, a few discrete mathematics theorems have been expressed on chart theory, which 

is basic with regards to taking care of organization issues. Nonetheless, there are additionally 

different organizations of the phone lines, organizations of streets where different graphical 

organization telephone lines are shown. 

 Discrete mathematics is that telecommunication contemplates speak to different graphical 

representations and sign streams. Different discrete mathematical articulation is spoken to as 

diagrams. For example, the intranet networks where one Computer can connect with another 

distinctive Computer in a structure or location. Coding language is utilized, and the organization 

of the calculation is intended to set up networks that are utilized in telecommunication 

frameworks in many parts of the world. The chart theory helps Information Technology (IT) 

understudies in speaking with processing specialists. The understudies can rapidly discuss the 

issues identified with information innovation and pertinent solutions; to a portion of the issues 

that emerge due to information innovation implementation. Many organizations over the world, 

including manufacturing, handling, and amassing, have Information Technology departments with 

prepared and gifted staff who reproduce the telecommunication coding and settling the charts. 
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Gantt Charts 

 Gantt charts in management studies, for example, operation management and venture 

management happen to demonstrate planning issues that may emerge. NP-complete and NP-hard 

are the primary planning issue that emerges with regards to extend and operation management at 

the distinctive modern and organizational level. Thusly, to maintain a strategic distance from 

such sort of issues structure emerging, diverse programming are utilized by venture managers, for 

example, Celoxis, GanttPro, Termagant, Mavenlink and Clarizen 

 
Information Science and Discrete Probability 

 There is a thorough application of discrete likelihood since, in each field, the likelihood is 

utilized or applied. In each organization over the globe, security is a huge viewpoint. The security 

of a portion of the organization's benefits should be liberated from breaks, for example, 

encryption key and passwords to basic modern and organizational information bases. Organization 

managers over the globe need to guarantee that their security framework is sheltered from splits 

or any type of digital assaults. Subsequently, the discrete likelihood is an integral asset with 

regards to managing security at various levels in an organization. Be that as it may, various 

organizations over the globe have various practices and strategies concerning their security 

framework. Discrete likelihood is utilized to decide how secure an organization framework is. 

Various organizations over the globe have their approaches about protections as indicated by their 

objectives and dreams and can break their framework whenever there is a need. A few 

organizations think of secure passwords for their workers who tend if overlooking protracted 

passwords. In this situation, utilizing likelihood helps in organizing the given secret word numbers 

and letters in order and stores in the Computer frameworks for simple review. 

 
Voting System 

 Most organizations today utilize a business insight framework, and this sort of framework 

works on the idea of Artificial Intelligence. The balloting framework is utilized in many parts of 

the world. With regards to settling on significant individual choices, and this has empowered 

humans to frame another sort of mass-mind. A similar sort of balloting framework is utilized in 

the Computer framework when the organization channel contains a few PCs than anticipated. The 

traffic observing framework is utilized in each Computer to help in knowing how many PCs are not 

right and how many PCs are constrained by programmers. The traffic observing project introduced 

in every Computer projects votes on the most dependable Computer in its quick neighborhood. In 

this case,fewer traffic machines get hardly any votes. The traffic checking program helps in 

choosing the best workers in a Computer organization. 

 
Game Theory 

 Game theory discrete mathematics can be applied in the field of financial aspects. Game 

theory is an animation like window in the field of financial aspects, and it gives different uses. A 

portion of the utilizations of game theory are it gives yield or results from competition and 

estimate the practices of rivals in the market. Distinctive organizations over the world have 

utilized IT experts to help in demonstrating business choices and make a conjecture for business 

operations and procedures. 

 There is a nearby relationship among business and information innovation. For example, when 

a particular sort of issue emerges in an organization, a discussion is made, and the best innovation 

is utilized to take care of and model the issue. Many organizations over the globe have utilized 
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gifted IT staff to help in tackling such issues. In any case, registering issues can without much of a 

stretch be tackled utilizing business issues. On account of combinational circuits or organization 

the Boolean polynomial math, for example, the DeMorgans Law is imperative with regards to a 

comprehension of Boolean articulations and ideas. Boolean polynomial math is fundamental with 

regards to examining different circles in the frameworks. Understudies or students need to 

comprehend the development and function of huge O summations and notations. 

 
Significance Of Discrete Mathematics In Real-Life World 

 Discrete mathematics is the part of mathematics managing objects that can expects just 

distinct, isolated qualities. Discrete implies singular, discrete, distinguishable suggesting 

discontinuous or not consistent, so numbers are discrete in this sense despite the fact that they 

are countable as in you can utilize them to check. The expression "Discrete Mathematics" is in this 

way utilized conversely with "Ceaseless Mathematics," which is the part of mathematics managing 

objects that can differ easily (and which incorporates, for instance, analytics). Though discrete 

articles can regularly be described by numbers, ceaseless items require real numbers. Practically 

all center or middle schools and secondary schools the nation over intently keep a standard 

mathematics educational program with an emphasis on "Constant Mathematics." The normal 

grouping incorporates: 

 
 Discrete mathematics has not yet been viewed as a different strand in center and secondary 

school mathematics educational programs. Discrete mathematics has never been remembered for 

center and secondary school high-stakes state sanctioned tests in the USA. The two significant 

normalized school entrance tests: the SAT and ACT, don't cover discrete mathematics subjects. 

Discrete mathematics became out of the mathematical sciences' reaction to the requirement for a 

superior comprehension of the combinatorial bases of the mathematics utilized in reality. It has 

gotten progressively accentuated in the current educational climate because of following reasons: 

 

For the Development of Students’ Ability through Competitions 

 Approximately 30-40% of questions in chief national center and secondary school mathematics 

competitions, for example, the AMC (American Mathematics Competitions), center around 

discrete mathematics. The greater part of the issues in the significant level math challenges, for 

example, the AIME (American Invitational Mathematics Examination), are related with discrete 

mathematics. Understudies not having enough information and aptitudes in discrete mathematics 

can't excel on these competitions. Our AMC prep course educational plan consistently 

incorporates at any rate 33% of the examinations in discrete mathematics, for example, number 

theory, combinatorics, and chart theory, because of the centrality of these points in the AMC 

challenges. 

 
As a Backbone of Computer Science 

 Discrete mathematics has gotten famous in ongoing many years on account of its applications 

to software engineering. Discrete mathematics is the mathematical language of software 

engineering. Ideas and notations from discrete mathematics are valuable in contemplating and 

portraying items and issues in all parts of software engineering, for example, Computer 

calculations, programming dialects, cryptography, automated theorem demonstrating, and 

Pre-Algebra  Algebra 1  Geometry  Algebra2/Trigonometry   
Precalculus  Calculus  Multivariable Calculus/Differential Equations 
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programming development. Alternately, Computer implementations are tremendously critical in 

applying thoughts from discrete mathematics to real world applications, for example, in 

operations research. 

 The set of items concentrated in discrete mathematics can be limited or unending. In real 

world applications, the arrangement of objects of intrigue are predominantly limited, the 

investigation of which is regularly called limited mathematics. In some mathematics educational 

programs, the expression "limited mathematics" alludes to courses that spread discrete 

mathematical ideas for business, while "discrete mathematics" courses underscore discrete 

mathematical ideas for software engineering majors. 

 
Vital Role in Big Data Analytics 

 The Big Data time represents a basically troublesome test and striking development openings: 

how to effectively transform hugely huge information into significant information and important 

information. Discrete mathematics produces a huge collection of incredible techniques, including 

mathematical devices for comprehension and managing high-dimensional information, deduction 

frameworks for reaching sound inferences from huge and loud informational collections, and 

calculations for scaling computations up to exceptionally huge sizes. Discrete mathematics is the 

mathematical language of information science, and in that capacity, its significance has expanded 

dramatically in late many years. 

 
Conclusion 

 Technical advancement due to mathematical rationale being all the way open and 

understanding discrete mathematics helps with creating programs or applications for this present 

reality. Discrete structures are huge with regards to machine operations. Discrete mathematics 

will keep on joining methods from another mathematical field later on. Such procedures will in 

general give non-helpful evidence techniques. Nonetheless, the transformation of such strategies 

is one of the principle future difficulties with regards to taking care of discrete mathematics and 

its application, in actuality, situations. Discrete mathematics is associating with different fields, 

and its application will keep on advancement with the advancement in innovation and 

exploration. Discrete Mathematics is an energizing and appropriate vehicle for running after and 

accomplishing the objective of teaching educated residents who are better ready to function in 

our undeniably innovative society; have better thinking force and critical thinking abilities; know 

about the significance of mathematics in our general public; and are ready for future vocations 

which will require new and more advanced explanatory and specialized apparatuses. It is an 

incredible apparatus for improving thinking and critical thinking capacities. 
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